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Ezra-Nehemiah 2020
this guide to ezra and nehemiah showcases the latest developments and most up to date scholarship on these important texts ezra and nehemiah tell the
story of the people in yehud in the 6th and the 5th centuries bce this was a time of economic hardship the people living in and around jerusalem were
scratching out a living in a land that had been devastated by war it was also a time of soul searching having lost their political autonomy and national
identity the people in yehud had to find new ways of understanding and shaping their identity ezra and nehemiah provide glimpses of these issues by way
of an assortment of narratives lists letters and other types of records the readers encounter different voices and different opinions lena sofia tiemeyer
provides an overview of the various texts and the topics concerns and disputes that they reflect the guide also zooms in on select key issues pertaining to
the development of the text its historical background s the quest for identity and its afterlife in jewish and christian traditions

Life-Study of 1 & 2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther 1995-06
the story of ezra and nehemiah plays out against a backdrop of ruins there s a ruined city a ruined house of worship ruined homes ruined life with god as is
often the case in our own lives the wreckage was largely their own fault

Ezra and Nehemiah 2022-08-15
bible study notes and commentary on the old testament books of ezra nehemiah esther and job emphasizes understanding the text with practical
applications intended to be helpful to all christians including teachers and preachers while avoiding an emphasis on technical issues written from the
conservative viewpoint of faith in the bible as the absolute inerrant verbally inspired word of god comments include discussion of these topics the return of
the jews from babylonian captivity the rebuilding of the temple and the walls of jerusalem salvation of the jews from a plot of annihilation and holocaust
restoration of worship and service to god reasons why people suffer patient endurance in time of hardship and trouble roles of god and of satan in human
tragedy authority and wisdom of god to control his creation

Commentary on Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, and Job: Bible Study Notes and Comments
2019-01-15
the books of ezra and nehemiah are important in appreciating the background to the post exilic prophets and in understanding the period when chronicles
was compiled and the psalms were arranged in their present form more significantly as the author of this excellent commentary indicates ezra and
nehemiah focus on the people of god the house of god and the ambivalent attitude of the jews toward their persian masters teaching many lessons for
today s church and pointing to the temple city of the new jerusalem

A Study Commentary on Ezra-Nehemiah 2014-01-30
you grew up using the well known black and yellow striped cliff s notes to help you grasp everything from great literary works to algebra unfortunately what
cliff forgot was the greatest literary work in history the complete holy bible enjoy the ease of understanding the bible like never before book by book
shepherd s notes helps reader s learn about the inspired authors of the bible books and when and where they were first penned each bible book is revealed
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in simple understandable steps that outline and underscore the focal points and personalities of the biblical text you ll look to these unique books for their
use in bible studies teaching personal devotions and even in sermon preperation christian and home schools will find shepherd s notes an invaluable
resource

Shepherd's Notes: Ezra & Nehemiah 1999-01-01
new perspectives on ezra nehemiah offers a range of fresh current views among scholars on the biblical books of ezra and nehemiah traditionally ezra
these books focus on two short periods in the history of judah in the persian era one recounts the events from the cyrus decree in 538 b c e until the
inauguration of the second temple in 515 b c e the other relates the acts of the judean spiritual and political leaders ezra and nehemiah roughly two
generations later under the rule of artaxerxes i king of persia ezra ezra nehemiah certainly remains the most significant written source for the study of the
religious social and political aspects of judah and to some extent samaria in the persian age even in light of other biblical prophetical literary and historical
writings from the persian period for example haggai zechariah malachi chronicles and esther and enlightening archaeological and epigraphical finds for
example elephantine and wadi dalia papyri short inscriptions coins seals and bullae ezra nehemiah also presents unique instances of the literary genre
memoir late biblical historiography and late hebrew language the editor hopes that the original studies gathered in this volume will lead to a better
understanding of issues in ezra ezra nehemiah and will stimulate further research on this enthralling late biblical historical writing

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther 1987-01-01
this exciting study explores the lives of ordinary men and women who faced overwhelming situations and won readers go directly to god s word to learn
the precepts that will help them conquer fear and discouragement

New Perspectives on Ezra-Nehemiah 2012
the people of israel were carried away to babylon where they lived as exiles and outcasts god sent this judgment on his people because of their continued
unfaithfulness to his word but the day came when he called them to return to jerusalem however when they arrived there they discovered things had
dramatically changed for the worse the temple was destroyed the city walls were torn down and the land had been taken over by people who did not want
them back there was work to be done and it was not going to be easy in this study pastor john macarthur will guide you through an in depth look at the
historical period beginning with ezra s early return to jerusalem continuing through the teachings of israel s prophets during the time and concluding with
nehemiah and the people s rebuilding efforts in the city studies include close up examinations of ezra nehemiah haggai zechariah and others as well as
careful considerations of doctrinal themes such as unequally yoked and worshiping god about the series the macarthur bible study series is designed to
help you study the word of god with guidance from widely respected pastor and author john macarthur each guide provides intriguing examinations of the
whole of scripture by examining its parts and incorporates extensive but straight forward commentary on the text detailed observations on overriding
themes timelines history and context word and phrase studies to help you unlock the broader meaning and apply it to your life probing interactive
questions with plenty of space to write down your response and thoughts

Overcoming Fear and Discouragement 2002-06-15
these old testament books show god s continual provision for his people as he brings them out of captivity and re establishes them in their land this self
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study guide will help you follow each exciting event in god s program of reconstruction and renewal of the nation israel the book of ezra covers both the
return and the rebuilding of the temple nehemiah demonstrates unmatched skills of leadership and organization as he rebuilds the walls of jerusalem
during the restoration of god s people to their land the familiar story of the faith and courage of esther again demonstrates god s sovereignty miraculously
delivering his people from bondage and exile the books in the jensen bible self study guide series are designed to provide you with a broader
understanding of god s word offering historical context and background author information charts and other helps these books will equip you with a
comprehensive reference tool you ll return to often each study includes an opportunity for analysis response and further study in a response oriented
format the thirty nine books in this series are suitable for both personal and group use

Ezra and Nehemiah 2016-06-14
this workbook was designed for bible class study family study or personal study the class book is suitable for teens and up the questions contain minimal
human commentary but instead urge students to study to understand scripture enough questions are included for teachers to assign as many questions as
they want for each study session studies may proceed at whatever speed and depth will best accomplish the needs of the students

Ezra, Nehemiah, & Esther 1970
many believers today are wondering if the church s present lethargic state is the final curtain call for the church age many of the great revivals of the last
three centuries began when a few consecrated christians desperate for god disgusted by the spiritual darkness of their time pleaded with the lord to do the
spectacular in response to those prayers a great work of grace invigorated the church and many believers were emboldened to proclaim the gospel
message which ushered millions into the church is it possible for god s people in the 21st century to be enflamed with the same evangelical fervor this
author thinks it is but not without an awakening within the church first as witnessed in the book of esther whenever god s people are settled in the world
they will lack reverence for him and devalue the things important to him in contrast the books of ezra and nehemiah display the authentic nature of
spiritual revival what necessitates it and what it produces may we press forward in expectation of the great things god can still do rather than permitting a
defeated foe to wrangle as many into hell as he can because of our smug complacency warren henderson

Bible Study Questions on Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther 2014-02-08
the word biblical commentary delivers the best in biblical scholarship from the leading scholars of our day who share a commitment to scripture as divine
revelation this series emphasizes a thorough analysis of textual linguistic structural and theological evidence the result is judicious and balanced insight
into the meanings of the text in the framework of biblical theology these widely acclaimed commentaries serve as exceptional resources for the
professional theologian and instructor the seminary or university student the working minister and everyone concerned with building theological
understanding from a solid base of biblical scholarship

Revive Us Again - A Devotional Study of Ezra, Nehemiah and Esther 2016-08-27
this volume a part of the old testament library series explores the books of ezra and nehemiah the old testament library provides fresh and authoritative
treatments of important aspects of old testament study through commentaries and general surveys the contributors are scholars of international standing
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Ezra, Nehemiah 1985
bible study notes and comments on the old testament books of ezra nehemiah and esther explanation and practical applications for the average bible
student written from the perspective of faith in the bible as the absolute inerrant verbally inspired word of god examines the return of the jews from
babylonian captivity the rebuilding of the temple and jerusalem and the defeat of their enemies

Ezra-Nehemiah 1988-01-01
the knowing the bible series is a resource designed to help bible readers better understand and apply god s word these 12 week studies lead participants
through books of the bible and are made up of four basic components 1 reflection questions help readers engage the text at a deeper level 2 gospel
glimpses highlight the gospel of grace throughout the book 3 whole bible connections show how any given passage connects to the bible s overarching
story of redemption culminating in christ and 4 theological soundings identify how historic orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced throughout scripture
with contributions from an array of influential pastors and church leaders these gospel centered studies will help christians see and cherish the message of
god s grace on every page of the bible the books of ezra and nehemiah tell of god s steadfast love toward israel after their return from exile the lord rasied
up ezra and nehemiah to reestablish the nation by rebuilding the temple and city walls and by turning the people back to his word in this 12 week study
kathleen nielson shows readers god s mercy and faithfulness demonstrated in the books of ezra and nehemiah encouraging christians toward sincere
repentance and persevering hope part of the knowing the bible series

Commentary on Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther 2013-12-28
as the only historical source available for the period of the jewish return from the babylonian exile and its aftermath the books of ezra and nehemiah are
crucial for those who would study not only the political but also the religious and social history of the old testament in this valuable addition to the guides
series williamson seeks to steer a clear path for the student showing how an understanding of the way the books were put together from their constituent
sources can elucidate both the historical problems of the period and the theological outlook of the writer

Ezra and Nehemiah 2016-07-18
the post exilic of persian period showed a transition in the religion in ancient israel from yahwism s to judaism s the events of exile and return made it
impossible to completely fall back on the traditional religious identity the essays in this volume try to reconstruct the path taken in that transition the
characters of ezra and nehemiah are generally seen as playing a formative role in this process by reading texts from the biblical books supposedly written
by ezra and nehemiah in a religio historical context new light falls on the process of change

The Covenant Renewal in Ezra-Nehemiah (Neh 7:72b-1040) 2001-01-01
set in the persian empire one of the greatest kingdoms the world has ever known the stories contained in the books of ezra and nehemiah provide the most
comprehensive scriptural account of the restored judean community after the babylonian exile the book of esther is also set in the persian period of israel s
history although the concern is for a different community carrying forward brilliantly the pattern established by barclay s new testament series the daily
study bible has been extended to cover the entire old testament as well invaluable for individual devotional study for group discussion and for classroom
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use the daily study bible provides a useful reliable and eminently readable way to discover what the scriptures were saying then and what god is saying
today

Ezra, Nehemiah and Esther 1985-01-01
study the books of ezra nehemiah and esther beginning with return of the exiles as seen through the eyes of ezra and nehemiah then moves through the
story of esther some of the major ideas explored are the purity of heritage building community the importance of sanctuary taking oaths leadership
qualities the book of esther s inclusion in the bible and the shield of faith leader guide includes a verse by verse in depth look at the scriptures background
material including word studies and history of the biblical setting answers to questions asked in the participant book application of the scripture to daily life
situations discussion suggestions a variety of study options practical tips for leaders to use more than 3 5 million copies of the series have been sold this
revision of the abingdon classic genesis to revelation series is a comprehensive verse by verse book by book study of the bible based on the niv these
studies help readers strengthen their understanding and appreciation of the bible by enabling them to engage the scripture on three levels what does the
bible say questions to consider while reading the passage for each session what does the passage mean unpacks key verses in the selected passage how
does the scripture relate to my life provides three major ideas that have meaning for our lives today the meaning of the selected passages are made clear
by considering such aspects as ancient customs locations of places and the meanings of words the meaning of the selected passages are made clear by
considering such aspects as ancient customs locations of places and the meanings of words the simple format makes the study easy to use includes maps
and glossary with key pronunciation helps updates will include new cover designs new interior designs leader guide per matching participant book rather
than multiple volumes in one book updated to 2011 revision of the new international version translation niv updated references to new interpreters
dictionary of the bible include biblical chapters on the contents page beside session lesson titles for at a glance overview of biblical structure include larger
divisions within the contents page to reflect macro structure of each biblical book ex genesis 1 11 genesis 12 50 exodus 1 15 exodus 16 40 isaiah 1 39
isaiah 40 66 the simple format makes the study easy to use each volume is 13 sessions

Ezra and Nehemiah 1987-09-01
a thorough case for a later date for of ezra nehemiah and chronicles in this collection of essays israel finkelstein deals with key topics in ezra nehemiah and
1 and 2 chronicles such as the list of returnees the construction of the city wall of jerusalem the adversaries of nehemiah the tribal genealogies and the
territorial expansion of judah in 2 chronicles finkelstein argues that the geographical and historical realities cached behind at least parts of these books fit
the hasmonean period in the late second century bce seven previously published essays are supplemented by maps updates to the archaeological material
and references to recent publications on the topics features analysis of geographical chapters of ezra nehemiah and chronicles study of the hasmonean
period in the late second century bce unique arguments regarding chronology and historical background

Ezra, Nehemiah, and the Construction of Early Jewish Identity 2011
comprehensive accessible and fully illustrated this commentary on ezra nehemiah is a must have resource you want a deeper understanding of the
scriptures but the notes in your study bible don t give you enough depth or insight this commentary was created with you in mind each volume of the baker
illustrated bible commentary is a nontechnical section by section commentary on one book or section of the bible that provides reliable and readable
interpretations of the scriptures from leading evangelical scholars this information packed commentary will help you gain a deeper understanding of the
bible in your own personal study or in preparation for teaching it tackles problematic questions calls attention to the spiritual and personal aspects of the
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biblical message and brings out important points of biblical theology making it invaluable to anyone seeking to get the most out of their bible study

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther 1985-01-01
the old testament books of ezra and nehemiah offer a timeless message of hope to christians reminding us that jesus came to set us free from our own
babylonian captivity by becoming the true temple living word and the one who is preparing a city where the walls are perfectly pure and secure in this
eleven lesson bible study sarah ivill provides students of scripture with an in depth look at these two small books filled with great truths which will
encourage them to trust that the good hand of god is on them each lesson includes the following features an introduction that provides a big picture of the
lesson showing how it applies to your head heart and hands a personal study section of questions that helps you dig deeply into god s word a section that
puts it all together which aims to answer any lingering questions you may have after your personal study a section of questions for helping students study
the word of god in community useful for either individual or group studies ezra and nehemiah an overview of the history of redemption and revelation and
an overview of what it means to study christ in all of scripture

Genesis to Revelation: Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther Leader Guide 2019-03-19
the study of ezra nehemiah has been revolutionized in recent years by a growing rejection of the long established belief that it was composed as part of the
chronicler s work that shift in scholarly paradigms has re opened many questions of origin and purpose and this thesis attempts to establish an answer to
the most important of these the question of authorship here kyungjin min argues that ezra nehemiah most likely originated in a levitical group that
received persian backing during the late fifth century bce and that valued the ideologies of decentralization of power unity and cooperation among social
groups and dissatisfaction with the religious status quo

Hasmonean Realities behind Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles 2018-09-21
study the books of ezra nehemiah and esther beginning with return of the exiles as seen through the eyes of ezra and nehemiah then moves through the
story of esther some of the major ideas explored are the purity of heritage building community the importance of sanctuary taking oaths leadership
qualities the book of esther s inclusion in the bible and the shield of faith more than 3 5 million copies of the series have been sold this revision of the
abingdon classic genesis to revelation series is a comprehensive verse by verse book by book study of the bible based on the niv these studies help
readers strengthen their understanding and appreciation of the bible by enabling them to engage the scripture on three levels what does the bible say
questions to consider while reading the passage for each session what does the passage mean unpacks key verses in the selected passage how does the
scripture relate to my life provides three major ideas that have meaning for our lives today the meaning of the selected passages are made clear by
considering such aspects as ancient customs locations of places and the meanings of words the meaning of the selected passages are made clear by
considering such aspects as ancient customs locations of places and the meanings of words the simple format makes the study easy to use includes maps
and glossary with key pronunciation helps updates will include new cover designs new interior designs leader guide per matching participant book rather
than multiple volumes in one book updated to 2011 revision of the new international version translation niv updated references to new interpreters
dictionary of the bible include biblical chapters on the contents page beside session lesson titles for at a glance overview of biblical structure include larger
divisions within the contents page to reflect macro structure of each biblical book ex genesis 1 11 genesis 12 50 exodus 1 15 exodus 16 40 isaiah 1 39
isaiah 40 66 the simple format makes the study easy to use each volume is 13 sessions and has a separate leader guide
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Commentary on Ezra-Nehemiah 2019-10-01
until the late 1960s the scholarly consensus was that chronicles ezra nehemiah was a single unified literary work then arguments began to be mounted for
treating chronicles as a distinct composition and the majority of scholars were swayed by these arguments though others retained the older consensus
view in recent years some scholars have begun to suggest that ezra and nehemiah are distinct literary entities this new debate is the occasion for the
present volume here scholars from around the globe canada finland germany guatemala israel korea the netherlands united kingdom united states
showcase current scholarly explanations for the final shape of this literary complex known as ezra nehemiah fourteen scholars present their approach to
the unity or disunity of this literature employing research methodologies that range from the diachronic to the synchronic critical responses to this
emerging research are provided by three reviewers joseph blenkinsopp tamara eskenazi and hugh williamson whose work laid the foundation in earlier
decades for much of the discussion today the result is a rich conversation which provides an enlightening resource for the study of these biblical books in
particular as well as for reflection on the impact of one s interpretive framework on the study of ancient literature in general

Ezra & Nehemiah 2019-04-16
journey inside the pages of scripture to meet a personal god who enters individual lives and begins a creative work from the inside out shaped with the
individual in mind immersion encourages simultaneous engagement both with the word of god and with the god of the word to become a new creation in
christ immersion inspired by a fresh translation the common english bible stands firmly on scripture and helps readers explore the emotional spiritual and
intellectual needs of their personal faith more importantly they ll be able to discover god s revelation through readings and reflections

The Levitical Authorship of Ezra-Nehemiah 2004-08-01
this guide to ezra and nehemiah showcases the latest developments and most up to date scholarship on these important texts ezra and nehemiah tell the
story of the people in yehud in the 6th and the 5th centuries bce this was a time of economic hardship the people living in and around jerusalem were
scratching out a living in a land that had been devastated by war it was also a time of soul searching having lost their political autonomy and national
identity the people in yehud had to find new ways of understanding and shaping their identity ezra and nehemiah provide glimpses of these issues by way
of an assortment of narratives lists letters and other types of records the readers encounter different voices and different opinions lena sofia tiemeyer
provides an overview of the various texts and the topics concerns and disputes that they reflect the guide also zooms in on select key issues pertaining to
the development of the text its historical background s the quest for identity and its afterlife in jewish and christian traditions

Genesis to Revelation: Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther Participant Book 2019-03-19
rediscover god s presence when life is a shambles we wonder what went wrong and long to see things put right and often we long for the sense of god s
presence to return to our lives the city of jerusalem was a shambles both its walls and its worship were crumbling ezra and nehemiah longed to see their
city restored with god s presence and each one pursued that goal in his own god given way ezra the scholar restored israel s worship nehemiah the
architect resurrected jerusalem s walls together they helped god s people rediscover god s presence and their stories will help you too lifechange
lifechange bible studies will help you grow in christlikeness through a life changing encounter with god s word filled with a wealth of ideas for going deeper
so you can return to this study again and again features cover the books of ezra nehemiah in 8 lessons equip yourself to lead a bible study imagine the
bible s historical world study word origins and definitions explore thoughtful questions on key themes go deeper with optional projects add your notes with
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extra space and wide margins find the flexibility to fit the time you have

Unity and Disunity in Ezra-Nehemiah 2008
undertaking a theological reading of ezra nehemiah which emphasizes its character as narrative and story throntveit avoids an overly historical approach to
the text and presents a clear picture of ezra and nehemiah

Rebuild and Renew 2017-08-26
no other book in the bible compares with the wonder of the sacred collection of inspired worship songs known as the psalms considered by many to be the
most loved portion of scripture the psalms have been a bedrock of comfort and a tower of strength for believers in every experience of life this is the
second of two volumes in the holman old testament commentary given to the psalms that provide commentary on psalms chapters 76 150 some of the key
psalms receive an added in depth treatment that includes exposition illustrations and teaching plans christianbook com

Immersion Bible Studies: Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther 2013-01-01
many believers today are wondering if the church s present lethargic state is the final curtain call for the church age many of the great revivals of the last
three centuries began when a few consecrated christians desperate for god disgusted by the spiritual darkness of their time pleaded with the lord to do the
spectacular in response to those prayers a great work of grace invigorated the church and many believers were emboldened to proclaim the gospel
message which ushered millions into the church is it possible for god s people in the 21st century to be enflamed with the same evangelical fervor this
author thinks it is but not without an awakening within the church first accordingly believers will benefit from an understanding of the precious truths
contained in ezra and nehemiah concerning the authentic nature of revival what necessitates it and what it produces revive us again is a commentary style
devotional which upholds the glories of christ while exploring the books of ezra and nehemiah within the context of the whole of scripture as in seeds of
destiny genesis out of egypt exodus and forsaken forgotten and forgiven jeremiah this book includes many principal gleanings from other writers revive us
again contains dozens of brief devotions this format allows the reader to use the book either as a daily devotional or as a reference source for deeper study

Ezra-Nehemiah: An Introduction and Study Guide 2017-08-10
in this study of the books of ezra and nehemiah you ll see why worship should be the first priority in everything you do you ll see that even in your seasons
of waiting and delay god s promises never die

Ezra & Nehemiah 2014-02-27

Ezra-Nehemiah 2012-08-01
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RETURN AND REBUILD. 2016

Holman Old Testament Commentary - Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther 2005

Revive Us Again 2013-05

Dp Chinese Bible Study Ezra Nehemiah Esther 2000-03-01

Ezra-Nehemiah 2001

Restoring and Renewing the People of God 1998
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